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FSMax is a server stress testing tool. This is a server test utility, which is designed to find buffer overflows and DOS conditions in servers. FSMax tests and exploits a Linux network server. FSMax supports sending a number of files through a server and sending commands through a TCP/IP connection. The commands are built into an array. The files can be sent with a number of commands as long as they are in the same array. Each of the commands
has a timeout that is specified. If no response is received by the timeout, the command will be aborted. The FSMax tool will re-send the command. FSMax uses a test string as input and runs through the server. FSMax reads the test string from the standard input of the script file. FSMax reads the test string, and commands are read from the standard input as well. Each command is terminated by a number of carriage returns. This is specified by the

command string. FSMax supports a number of commands that can be sent to the server. The commands are as follows: mode: R - request number - request data from client D - request number - request data from client U - request number - request data from client I - request number - request data from client D - request number - send data to client R - request number - request data from client D - request number - request data from client U - request
number - request data from client I - request number - request data from client S - server status - send server status to client T - send text - send text data to client O - output data to client A - send text - send text data to client M - output status - send server status to client W - output data to client I - request number - request data from client S - server status - send server status to client FSMax Changes: Initial Release: File: FSMax.cpp Date: June 22,

2007 Description: FSMax version 0.8 - originally developed by dallan. FSMax version 0.9 - added support for FSMax-Scape. FSMax version 1.0 - add IFSMax command. File: FSMax.cpp Date: September 6, 2007 Description: FSMax version 1.1 - add support for no-response commands. FSMax version 1.2 - add
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Macro style key command: KEYMACRO [KEY] [command text] Macro text inserted before any KEY when you press a Key on the keyboard. The macros can be saved and recalled via the Macro menu. They can also be customized. Keyboard macros can also be created by the program Keymacro. Lines starting with a # are reserved for user comments, they will not be inserted in the macro text. Mapping macro text to keyboard keys is generally done
by editing the script file. Example mapping: KEYMACRO [KEY] [command text] %= Keyboard Layout x = X Keys to be remapped are defined in the mapping file. Please remember that remapping is case sensitive. A new mapping is defined by adding a line containing the new mapping key and a colon and the mapping command: %= keyboard1 = % For example: %= MYCHK = % This command will remap the mapping MYCHK to the key which

starts with the letter MYCHK, as long as the remapping command is preceded by the macro KEY. Macro Auto Launch Macro Auto Launch is a script generator feature. A macro that is run is auto launched by the script. The macro is run on the first line of a script where the keyword macro is defined. It can also be defined anywhere in a script. It is important to notice that the keyword macro must be at the first line of a script, otherwise the macro
won't be run. The auto launching feature of the macro is activated by changing the value of the macro's launch attribute from 0 to 1. The macro auto launch can be enabled and disabled via the macro's auto launch attribute. If the macro auto launch is disabled, then the macro is run only when the keyword macro is defined and is on the first line of a script. The macro auto launch can be executed with any kind of command. For example, the macro can

be defined as follows: macro hi [name] #macro auto launch hi = % = Hi % If the macro is not defined on the first line of a script, then the macro is not run. When the macro is run, it will print hi, followed by a colon and the macro name. The macro can be recalled by pressing a keyboard macro. It can also be activated and deactivated via the macro's auto launch attribute. The macro 77a5ca646e
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FSMax is a multi-purpose software application intended for the stress testing of servers. It is based on the concept of inducing errors in a server by sending it a series of text messages. FSMax allows you to run a series of these tests against a server and report errors found using its built in script language. The tests are based on the definition of the buffer overflow vulnerability. These tests include sending malformed data to a server, and depending on
the server configuration, the malformed data could cause a buffer overflow. The test suite can be defined by a text file by first defining each line of the file as a test command. For example, if you want to test for a buffer overflow on port 31337 of a server, you might use a file test.txt that looks like this: proto=TCP; port=31337; { BufLen=32768; first=1; } Once you have defined the tests in a text file, the FSMax script engine can be run using the
FSMax /s command. The /s is used to read the test definition file from standard input. The next command is used to specify the set of parameters that are used to run the tests. For example, the command /s host=[ip address],port=[port number],min=[buffer minimum length],max=[buffer maximum length] would result in a series of test commands that cause a buffer overflow in a server on the given IP and port number if the buffer lengths specified
in the parameters are greater than the size of the available buffer space. Additional parameters can be used to further control the tests. These parameters include timeout, which is used to determine how long to wait for a response from the server, delay, which is used to determine how long to wait before sending the command, pause, which is used to determine how long to wait before receiving, retnum, which determines how many CR/LF end
markers are required to end the buffer, reopen, which is used to determine whether to reopen the TCP connection if a connection has been closed, and verbose, which determines whether to display the entire buffer or just show the first few characters that are within the buffer. Example Test File A simple test file that contains a series of commands can be used to test a server for a buffer overflow vulnerability. This example test file will only test the
TCP port 31337 on the IP address 192.168.2.2.

What's New In?

The FSMax application is the application used to test a server. It will generate stress test packets to the server, and record the response packets. It will then report on the server's response time and error messages to the console. - To use the script, it must be run from a DOS shell, with the script file being opened for reading. - Press Enter at the prompt to start running. - FSMax will run the script until Ctrl-C is pressed, if the script file ends without a
carriage return, FSMax will fail to run the script.   Usage: fsmax /s /s = reads script from stdin /? = Help The script file must be terminated by a double carriage return, or FSMax will fail to run the script. - The parameters that are passed to the script are on a single line, separated by commas. The parameters are host, ip address, port, min, max, timeout, delay, pause, retnum, reopen, norecv, verbose, and trial. - The host is the address the script is to run
on. - The ip address is the address the server is located at. - The port is the port the server is listening on. - The min and max are the minimum and maximum memory values to use. - The timeout is the time in milliseconds to wait for the server to respond. - The delay is the time in milliseconds between each stress packet. - The pause is the time in milliseconds to wait between each command. - The retnum is the number of CR/LF's that must be written
to the buffer before a command can be sent. - The reopen is T/F to reopen the connection after the initial connect. - The norecv is T/F to send a command without a receive after the initial connect. - The verbose is T/F to print every command to the screen. - The trial is T/F to display the command buffer without sending.   Additional Options: Option: echo - T/F to echo the given string instead of printing it title - T/F display title for server Default:
title = FSMax   The FSMax application was designed to be a scriptable, server stress testing tool. This tool takes a text file as input and runs a server through a series of tests based on the input. The purpose of this tool is to find buffer overflows of DOS points in a server. Be aware that the script file must be terminated by double carriage return, or you will get a script failure error when running FSMax Usage: fsmax /s results.txt /s = reads script from
stdin
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System Requirements For FSMax:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10 or macOS 10.12 (Sierra) Windows 7, 8, 10 or macOS 10.12 (Sierra) CPU: Intel i3, i5 or i7 processor Intel i3, i5 or i7 processor RAM: 8GB or 16GB RAM 8GB or 16GB RAM GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 (2GB VRAM), GTX 1060 (6GB VRAM), GTX 1080 (8GB VRAM) or AMD RX 470 (4GB VRAM)
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